
Alert:24 – Training and advisory Services
In order to increase your resilience to active assailant attacks John Gainer & Nick Powis of SCR-Alert:24 will provide the following
remotely delivered services to your community in order to overcome the obstacles of time and distance.:

Capability 
Building

Best Practice Workshop
(dates TBC)

Targeted at those with responsibility for Security, Health & Safety, Risk, HR and wider Duty of Care, our Specialist
Consultants present best practice in Active Assailant & Workplace Violence prevention, preparation and response,
incorporating benchmarks from across the sector , guidelines and relevant case studies and experience.

Training Needs Assessment An online workshop with security stakeholders in order to define areas of further advice and assistance required in
planning and preparation for an active shooter event.

Employee 
Training Employee Awareness

Via classroom based or remote workshops, our Consultant’s educate and train your employees in the risk and their
roles and responsibilities in preventing, recognising and responding to Active Assailant & Workplace Violence
threats. The workshop will cover multiple case studies and call on the participants experiences.

Continuation 
Training Modular Training Sessions

A periodical regular series of training sessions identified in the training needs assessment. These may include:
• Employee Awareness Training
• Equipment and technology
• Site and building design features
• School Security Personnel
• Policies and procedures
• Training, exercises, and drills

Consolidation
advisory Access to advice Regular open-line sessions with John Gainer allowing those responsible to request thematic advice or specific

discussion of dilemmas in planning for active assailant events



John Gainer
Over a 25-year career as a Special Agent with the FBI, John has proven himself to be a security operations
leader, crisis response, workplace violence and active shooter subject matter expert, and an elite trainer.

John's service in the FBI saw him operate at tactical and strategic level, orchestrating incident
response operations during national level events as well as serving on the FBI’s Hostage Rescue Team
(HRT) - a full-time counterterrorism tactical response group tasked with confronting the most complex
national security threats and international deployments to protect FBI personnel. Prior to retiring from
the Bureau in 2021, John was the Lead Instructor in Advanced Law Enforcement Rapid
Response Training – ALERRT (Minnesota), whichfocused on active shooter events.

Upon leaving the Bureau, John assumed the role of Director of Security for a metals and mining organisation
and has since become an independent consultant for SCR focusing on Law Enforcement engagement
and Active Assailant prevention and response.

John earned a Bachelor of Arts in Political Science, with a Minor in Naval Science at Marquette
University, and a Master of Arts in Police Leadership at the University of St. Thomas.

John.Gainer@scr-ltd.co.ukPresenters

Active Assailant Specialist

Nick oversees crisis-management consultancy delivery for SCR’s Alert:24 risk advisory practice.
Nick has over 25 years of experience in the management and delivery of frontline security risk management and crisis
management services; ranging from integrated program risk management in post-conflict environments through to
bespoke corporate crisis management consultancy, analysis & emergency response.

After an early career in the British Army Nick held a series of appointments over 15 years with a multinational protective
security services group, which included Regional Director for South America operations based in Bogota and
subsequently Global Director Operations based in London.

In the last 10 years Nick has held a number of operational and leadership roles within the crisis-management portfolio of
kidnap-response, threat-to-life, product-recall and travel risk-management. Nick has a First-Class Honours BSc and
Distinction MSc in Environmental Sciences.

Nick.Powis@scr-ltd.co.uk

Crisis & Risk AdvisorNick Powis
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Best Practice and Training Needs Assessment: 
Workshop via webinar
Active shooters are a clear and present danger to those we seek to protect, the students and staff, for whom we have profound
duties of care in the Florida Schools Community.
Working with our insurers, FSBIT and Special Contingency Risks we are embarking on a program designed to assist our security
and management community with policies, procedures, and training to elevate the capacity to prevent, protect, mitigate, respond to,
and recover from an incident.

The Objectives of the Assignment in line with the FLDOE – Office of Safe Schools are to:

 Review & Assess – Working together to benchmark our current policies, procedures and training plans against best
practice. This creates opportunities to close vulnerabilities, improve response and recovery and to prioritize actions for
documentation and training.

 Develop - We will help enhance our policies, plans and procedures and to build our teams’ capacity through relevant,
targeted interactive learning.

 Maintain & Improve – We will make pragmatic and practical recommendations for a roadmap including reviews against
maturity indices, incorporating national best practice and constant learning.

• As the first steps in reaching these objectives, John Gainer and Nick Powis of SCR-Alert:24 will present an interactive webinar to 
launch this program, available either date below 
Thursday, 20th October @ 10:00am EST - or - Friday, 21st October @ 10:00am EST 



Aims and Workshop Content
The aim of the best practice and training needs assessment webinar is to inform and update you, the stakeholders, in current best
practice and to discuss, review and assess the current situation with you, in order to make the program as relevant and responsive
as possible. Nick and John will work with selected personnel from the security and management ‘ecosystem’ in order to define gaps
and opportunities for enhancement to current policies, procedures, culture, and training in order to meet the assignment aim.

The program launch webinar will last 60mins (45mins + Q&A) and include subjects contributing to reducing the risk of active shooter
attacks such as:

• Threat Identification and Risk Assessment.
• Security, crime, and violence prevention.
• Crisis preparedness and emergency planning.
• Proactive mitigation – physical and technical security measures.
• Promoting a positive workplace/school climate and culture.
• Situational awareness and reporting suspicious activity.
• Local law enforcement and emergency response liaison.
• Educational leadership and staff training.

As well as considering:
• The impacts: Human, operational, reputational, legal, and regulatory.
• The complex regulatory and guidance landscape: Legal, state, and federal.
• The ideal active assailant – active shooter corporate risk management ecosystem.

Your participation and contribution are vital and appreciated. Please sign up for one of these important webinar sessions: 
• Thursday, October 20th, 2022 - (10am Eastern) - https://www.fsbit.net/event/scr-alert24-best-practices-training-assessment-webinar-s1/
• Friday, October 21st, 2002 - (10am Eastern) - https://www.fsbit.net/event/scr-alert24-best-practices-training-assessment-webinar-s2/ 

Together, we can build the capacity to prevent, protect, mitigate, respond to, and recover from an incident.

https://www.fsbit.net/event/scr-alert24-best-practices-training-assessment-webinar-s1/
https://www.fsbit.net/event/scr-alert24-best-practices-training-assessment-webinar-s2/


Special Contingency Risks (SCR) is a leading specialist insurance broker in the field of Special Crime, Accident & Health, and
crisis management. Providing clients with a 360° service through the design and placement of insurance programmes which
dovetail pre-incident consultancy, broking expertise and crisis management support. Supporting the safety, security and
wellbeing of our clients and their people.

We combine our insurance expertise with an in-house security risk and crisis management practice under the name of Alert:24;
providing intelligence, training, consultancy services and a 24-hour operations centre to assist our clients in the event of crises.
We have extensive experience in handling incidents and claims impacting our clients in highly sensitive and complex situations.

The information given in this publication is believed to be accurate at the date of publication shown at the top of this document. This information may have
subsequently changed or have been superseded and should not be relied upon to be accurate or suitable after this date. This publication/ webinar offers a
general overview of its subject matter. It does not necessarily address every aspect of its subject or every product available in the market. It is not intended to
be, and should not be, used to replace specific advice relating to individual situations and SCR do not offer, and this should not be seen as, legal, accounting or
tax advice. If you intend to take any action or make any decision on the basis of the content of this publication you should first seek specific advice from an
appropriate professional. Some of the information in this publication may be compiled from third party sources SCR consider to be reliable, however SCR does
not guarantee and is not responsible for the accuracy of such. The views expressed are not necessarily those of SCR. Copyright Special Contingency Risks, Inc.
2022 All rights reserved.

Special Contingency Risks
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